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Behavioral changes in a new environment are often assumed to precede the origins of evolutionary novelties. Here, we examined 
whether an increase in aggression is associated with a novel scale-eating trophic niche within a recent radiation of Cyprinodon pup-
fishes endemic to San Salvador Island, Bahamas. We measured aggression using multiple behavioral assays and used transcriptomic 
analyses to identify differentially expressed genes in aggression and other behavioral pathways across 3 sympatric species in the San 
Salvador radiation (generalist, snail-eating specialist, and scale-eating specialist) and 2 generalist outgroups. Surprisingly, we found 
increased behavioral aggression and differential expression of aggression-related pathways in both the scale-eating and snail-eating 
specialists, despite their independent evolutionary origins. Increased behavioral aggression varied across both sex and stimulus con-
text in both species. Our results indicate that aggression is not unique to scale-eating specialists. Instead, selection may increase 
aggression in other contexts such as niche specialization in general or mate competition. Alternatively, increased aggression may 
result from indirect selection on craniofacial traits, pigmentation, or metabolism—all traits which are highly divergent, exhibit signs 
of selective sweeps, and are affected by aggression-related genetic pathways which are differentially expressed in this system. In 
conclusion, the evolution of a novel predatory trophic niche within a recent adaptive radiation does not have clear-cut behavioral 
origins as previously assumed, highlighting the multivariate nature of adaptation and the complex integration of behavior with other 
phenotypic traits.
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INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary novelties, such as novel morphological traits or 
behaviors, allow organisms to perform new functions within new 
ecological niches, however, their origins are still poorly under-
stood (Pigliucci 2008). For example, in the case of  novel resource 
use, both new behaviors and morphologies are often necessary for 
organisms to perform new functions. However, the relative impor-
tance of  behavior and morphology to this new function, and the 
order in which they evolve is still unknown. Changes in behavior 
may precede the evolution of  novel morphologies, as they can 
expose organisms to novel environments and selective pressures 
(Huey et al. 2003; Losos 2010). Investigations of  novelty, however, 
overwhelmingly ignore this possibility (although see: Huey et  al. 
2003; Losos et al. 2004; Duckworth 2006). Instead, previous studies 

have focused on novel adaptive morphologies or on how environ-
mental changes expose organisms to new selective pressures (Liem 
1973; Barton and Partridge 2000; Janovetz 2005; Hulsey et  al. 
2008). Changes in behavior may be a plausible origin for novel 
phenotypes, but to document this we must first understand its vari-
ation within and among taxa.

One outstanding example of  novelty is lepidophagy (scale-
eating) in fishes. Scale-eating has been documented in at least 10 
freshwater and 7 saltwater families of  fishes and has independently 
evolved at least 19 times (Sazima 1983; Janovetz 2005; Martin and 
Feinstein 2014; Nelson et  al. 2016; Kolmann et  al. 2018). Scale-
eating includes both novel morphologies and behaviors. For exam-
ple, some scale-eaters have premaxillary external teeth for scraping 
scales (Novakowski et  al. 2004), some use aggressive mimicry to 
secure their prey (Boileau et al. 2015), others sneak scales from fish 
that they are cleaning (Losey 1979), and still others use ambush 
tactics to obtain scales (Nshombo et al. 1985). Even though scale-
eating is an outstanding example of  the convergent evolution of  
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novel trophic ecology across disparate environments and taxa, and 
scale-eaters display a wide variety of  morphologies and behaviors, 
the evolutionary origins of  lepidophagy are still largely unknown.

There are currently 3 hypothesized behavioral origins for scale-
eating. First, the algae-grazer hypothesis predicts that scale-eating 
arises from the incidental ingestion of  scales during algae scraping 
(Fryer et al. 1955; Greenwood 1965; Sazima 1983). Indeed, many 
scale-eaters are closely related to algae-grazers. For example, many 
Malawi haplochromine  cichlids are algae-scrapers (Greenwood 
1965; Fryer and Iles 1972; Ribbink et  al. 1983); however, the 
radiation also includes 2 sister species of  scale-eaters (Corematodus 
shiranus and Corematodus taeniatus) and a second independent origin 
of  scale-eating in Genyochromis mento (Trewavas 1947; Greenwood 
1965) within the predominantly rock-dwelling and algae-scraping 
mbuna cichlids (Fryer and Iles 1972). Similarly, the extinct Lake 
Victorian scale-eater Haplochromis welcommei was nested within 
rock-dwelling algae-scrapers (Greenwood 1965). This hypoth-
esis, however, does not address why algae-grazing fish would seek 
food on the surface of  other fish (Greenwood 1965). The second 
hypothesis, termed the cleaner hypothesis, tries to address this gap 
by arguing that scale-eating arose from the incidental ingestion of  
scales during the consumption of  ectoparasites from the surface 
of  other fishes (Greenwood 1965; Sazima 1983). One line of  evi-
dence supporting this hypothesis is that cleaner fish, which primar-
ily consume ectoparasites, sometimes eat scales. For example, the 
Hawaiian cleaner wrasse (Labroides phthirophagus) and 2 species of  
juvenile sea chub (Hermosilla azurea and Girella nigricans) consume 
both ectoparasites and scales (Losey 1972; Demartini and Coyer 
1981; Sazima 1983). The reverse scenario—primarily scale-eating 
fish who also consume ectoparasites—is less common. In fact, few 
scale-eating fishes are even closely related to cleaner fish. One of  
the only examples of  this is the spotted piranha (Sarrasalmus mar-
ginatus), which was observed cleaning fish-lice from larger species 
of  piranha. Even this example, however, is based only on the 
observations of  2 individuals (Sazima and Machado 1990). Finally, 
the aggression hypothesis predicts that scale-eating evolved due 
to the incidental ingestion of  scales during inter- or intraspecies 
aggression (Sazima 1983). This hypothesis is supported by the fact 
that 2 characid species of  scale-eaters (Probolodus heterostomus and 
Exodon paradoxus) are closely related to the aggressive Astyanax tetras 
(Sazima 1983; Kolmann et  al. 2018); a similar argument can be 
made for the scale-eating piranha (Catoprion mento) (Janovetz 2005). 
Furthermore, Roeboides species facultatively ingest scales during the 
low-water season when competition for insects is high (Peterson 
and Winemiller 1997; Peterson and McIntyre 1998). It is thus 
also possible that increased competition for food resources led to 
increased aggression and lepidophagy.

The scale-eating pupfish, Cyprinodon desquamator, is an excellent 
species for investigating the origins of  scale-eating because it is, 
by far, the youngest scale-eating specialist known. The species is 
nested within a sympatric adaptive radiation of  pupfishes endemic 
to the hypersaline lakes of  San Salvador island, Bahamas (Martin 
and Wainwright 2011; Martin and Wainwright 2013a). Geological 
evidence suggests that these hypersaline lakes—and thus the radi-
ation containing the scale-eater—are less than 10,000  years old 
(Hagey and Mylroie 1995; Martin and Wainwright 2013a; Martin 
and Wainwright 2013b). In addition to the scale-eating pupfish, 
the radiation also includes a widespread generalist (C.  variegatus) 
and an endemic snail-eating specialist (C.  brontotheroides). Other 
generalist pupfish lineages (C. variegatus) are also distributed across 
the Caribbean and western Atlantic Ocean. Despite their shared 

taxonomy with the San Salvador generalist species, phylogenetic 
evidence suggests that these generalist populations are outgroups 
to the San Salvador clade (Martin and Feinstein 2014; Martin 
2016; Richards and Martin 2017). Phylogenies based on RADseq 
data also indicate that scale-eaters form a monophyletic group 
among lake populations on San Salvador (Figure 1), indicating 
that the scale-eaters’ most recent common ancestor was most 
likely an algae-eater (Martin and Feinstein 2014; Lencer et  al. 
2017). In contrast, snail-eaters clustered with generalists within 
the same lake, consistent with multiple origins of  the snail-eating 
specialist or extensive introgression with generalists (Martin and 
Feinstein 2014; Martin 2016). Further evidence of  introgression 
of  adaptive alleles fixed in the snail-eating specialist across lakes 
is consistent with the latter scenario: generalists and snail-eaters 
are most closely related to each other genome-wide whereas a 
small number of  alleles underlying the snail-eater phenotype 
have spread among lakes (Figure 1; Richards and Martin 2017; 
McGirr and Martin 2018). Phylogenies based on RADseq loci 
and whole-genome data also support a sister relationship between 
San Salvador generalist populations and snail-eaters across most 
of  the genome. These species are in turn sister to scale-eaters and 
the San Salvador radiation forms a clade relative to outgroup 
generalist populations on neighboring islands (Richards and 
Martin 2017).

Here, we investigated the behavioral origins of  novelty by exam-
ining whether an increase in aggression is associated with the 
evolution of  the scale-eating pupfish. We compared measures of  
aggression using both behavioral and gene expression data among 
all 3 sympatric species within the San Salvador clade plus behav-
ioral data for 2 additional generalist outgroups. If  the aggression 
hypothesis is true, we expected to find increased levels of  aggres-
sive behavior in scale-eating pupfish, and lower levels of  aggressive 
behavior in snail-eaters, generalists, and outgroups. Similarly, we 
expected to find differential gene expression in aggression-related 
pathways between scale-eaters versus generalists, but not between 
snail-eaters versus generalists. Surprisingly, we found that scale-
eaters and snail-eaters both displayed high levels of  aggression and 
exhibited differential expression in several aggression-related path-
ways during early development.

METHODS
Sampling

Generalist, snail-eating, and scale-eating pupfish were collected by 
seine from Crescent Pond, Great Lake, Little Lake, Osprey Lake, 
and Oyster Pond on San Salvador Island, Bahamas in July, 2016 
and April, 2018. Generalist outgroups were also collected from 
Lake Cunningham, New Providence Island (Nassau), Bahamas 
(hereafter referred to as NAS) and from the coast of  North Carolina 
(Fort Fisher, Cape Fear river drainage; hereafter referred to as NC) 
in April 2018 and June 2017, respectively. Fishes were housed in 
40–80 L tanks in mixed-sex groups at 5–10 ppt salinity in temper-
atures ranging from 23 to 30  °C. Fish were fed a diet of  frozen 
blood worms, frozen mysis shrimp, or commercial pellet food daily. 
Wild-caught fish used for assays were held in the laboratory for at 
least 2 weeks before use in behavioral trials. We only used sexually 
mature adult fish for behavioral assays as pupfish can be visually 
sexed at this stage. Furthermore, all fish were in reproductive condi-
tion; pupfish mate and lay eggs daily and continually throughout 
the year after they mature.
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Behavioral assays

We used 3 types of  behavioral assays to quantify levels of  aggres-
sion: A mirror assay, a paired aggression assay, and a boldness assay. 
While mirror assays measured a fish’s level of  aggression towards its 
mirror image, paired aggression assays measured levels of  aggres-
sion toward another fish. Many species of  fish use size as a proxy 
for aggression, and the mirror assay helps control for this, as the 
stimulus is the exact same size as the focal individual (Rowland 
1989; Buston and Cant 2006). Mirror assays, however, may not 
accurately detect aggression in some cases (Balzarini et  al. 2014). 
For example, some species use lateral displays of  aggression which 
primarily occur head to tail—a maneuver that is impossible with 
a mirror image. Additional studies also indicate that mirror tests 
may not accurately predict aggressive display frequency, duration, 
or orientation (Elwood et  al. 2014; Arnott et  al. 2016). We there-
fore also measured aggression using paired aggression assays which 
allowed focal fish to display aggression in a more natural fashion. 
Boldness assays, on the other hand, measured a fish’s willingness 
to explore a new environment. While this was not a direct measure 
of  aggression per se, many studies have documented a correlation 
between aggression and boldness; so, we chose to include this mea-
sure in our study (Fraser et  al. 2001; Rehage and Sih 2004; Sih 
et al. 2004; Gruber et al. 2017). All available adult wild-caught fish 
were sampled for the mirror assay (n = 198), but only a subset were 

randomly sampled for the paired aggression assay (n = 40) and the 
boldness assay (n = 51).

Mirror assay

We quantified levels of  aggression for each pupfish species and sex 
using mirror tests (Vøllestad and Quinn 2003; Francis 2010). To 
control for individual size and motivation, we incited aggression 
using a compact mirror (10  × 14  cm) placed in a 2-L trial tank 
(25 × 16 × 17 cm). We randomly chose adult fish and isolated each 
one in 2-L tanks that contained a single bottom synthetic yarn mop 
for cover and opaque barriers between adjacent tanks. We gave fish 
at least 12 h to acclimate to their new environment before perform-
ing an assay.

During a 5-min focal observation period, we measured 3 met-
rics as a proxy for aggression: latency to approach mirror image, 
latency to attack mirror image, and total number of  attacks toward 
the mirror image. A trial began as soon as the mirror was securely 
lowered into the tank. We measured latency to approach as the 
time elapsed before an individual approached the mirror to within 
one-body length. Similarly, we measured latency to attack as the 
time elapsed before an individual attacked their mirror image for 
the first time. Finally, we counted the total number of  attacks an 
individual performed during the entirety of  the trial. We also mea-
sured the standard length of  each fish after the trial. To determine 

Little Lake
Snail-Eaters

Osprey Lake
Snail-Eaters

Osprey Lake
Scale-EatersLittle Lake

Scale-Eaters

Crescent Pond
Scale-Eaters

Crescent Pond
Snail-Eaters Crescent Pond

Generalists

Little Lake
Generalists

Osprey Lake
Generalists

Great Lake
Generalists

Lake Cunningham
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0.02

Figure 1
Neighbor joining tree illustrating the relationships between San Salvador Island species and a Caribbean Island outgroup. Predominant topology from 
a Saguaro analysis (Zamani et  al. 2013) which represents 64% of  the genome of  generalists (green), snail-eaters (blue), scale-eaters (red), and the Lake 
Cunningham generalist outgroup (black). Branch lengths represent average number of  substitutions per base pair. Figure modified from Richards and 
Martin 2017.
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the repeatability of  this assay, we measured aggression 2 separate 
times in a subset of  our fishes (n = 21). We found significant repeat-
ability for latency to attack and total number of  attacks (latency 
to approach, r2 = 0.02, P = 0.50; latency to attack, r2 = 0.18, P = 
0.045; total number of  attacks, r2 = 0.36, P = 0.0026). As a control, 
we also measured latency to approach, latency to attack, and the 
total number of  attacks performed towards the nonreflective side 
of  the mirror (n  =  51). We used the same methods as above, but 
inserted the mirror so that its reverse, nonreflective side faced the 
fish.

Paired aggression assay

We used a paired aggression assay as a second measurement of  
aggression for a subset of  San Salvador generalists, snail-eaters, and 
scale-eaters (n = 40; Katzir 1981; Pauers et al. 2008). Paired aggres-
sion assays quantified levels of  aggression for each species and sex 
using a conspecific of  the same sex, conspecific of  the opposite sex, 
and a heterospecific of  the same sex as a stimulus fish. We ran-
domly chose and isolated fish in the same manner as the mirror 
assay. Fish were again given at least 12 h to acclimate to their new 
environment before performing an assay. Before an assay, a plastic 
mesh box (10 × 10 × 10 cm) with mesh size of  0.5 cm was lowered 
into the tank, and a stimulus fish was placed inside the box, after 
which the assay began. During the 5-min focal observation period, 
we measured the focal fish’s latency to approach the stimulus fish 
(within one-body length), their latency to attack the stimulus fish, 
and the total number of  attacks performed toward the stimulus 
fish. Each focal fish was given 4 paired aggression assays: 1) stimu-
lus fish was a conspecific of  the same sex, 2) stimulus fish was a con-
specific of  the opposite sex, 3) stimulus fish was a heterospecific of  
the same sex, and 4) a control with an empty box. Specialists were 
always given a generalist as the heterospecific stimuli, but general-
ists were randomly assigned either a snail-eater or a scale-eater. All 
fish were tested in the same order and were given at least 12 h of  
rest between assays. We also measured the standard length of  each 
stimulus and focal fish.

Boldness assay

Finally, we conducted a boldness assay to determine the relation-
ship between boldness and aggression in pupfishes (Budaev 1997; 
Brown et  al. 2005; Wilson and Godin 2009). We used a random 
subset of  individuals from the mirror assay for this test (n  =  51). 
Before a trial, a PVC cylinder start box was placed into a 2-L trial 
tank (25 × 16 × 17 cm). The start box was 12 cm in diameter with 
a removable screw top and contained a single drilled 3  cm hole 
for the fish to emerge from (which was blocked with a cork at the 
start of  the trial). At the start of  the trial, the top of  the start box 
was removed, and a focal fish was gently placed inside. The top 
was then secured on the box, and the fish was given 1 min to accli-
mate. After the acclimation time, the 3  cm hole was unplugged 
(allowing the fish to emerge from the start box) and the 5-min assay 
began. We measured the latency of  the fish’s head to emerge from 
the hole, a preliminary behavioral inspection of  the outside envi-
ronment, and the latency of  the fish’s tail (i.e., the entire fish) to 
emerge from the hole as proxies for boldness.

Statistical analyses

We used time-to-event analyses to determine if  species and 
sex were associated with 1)  latency to approach mirror image, 
2)  latency to attack mirror image, and 3)  latency to emerge from 

the start box. We used time-to-event models for time metrics since 
it allows for right censored data, i.e., individuals who did not 
approach, attack, or emerge within the 5-min time window are not 
excluded from the dataset and contributed to Kaplan–Meier esti-
mates (Rich et al. 2010). We used Cox proportional hazards mod-
els to analyze time metrics for the boldness assay, paired aggression 
assays, and the mirror control assay (Survival Package; Therneau 
2015). We used a mixed-effects Cox proportional hazards model 
(coxme package; Therneau 2015) for the mirror assay as the indi-
viduals from this assay originated from multiple populations. For 
each of  the above models, we included species and sex as fixed 
effects and lake population as a random effect for the mirror assay 
models. Using AICc (Burnham and Anderson 2002), we compared 
models to equivalent models that also included the interaction 
between species and sex as a fixed effect, the size of  the focal indi-
vidual (log-transformed) as a covariate, and—where applicable—
the size of  the stimulus individual (log-transformed) as a covariate. 
The interaction between species and sex was significant for: 1) the 
latency to emerge (head) in the boldness assay, 2)  the latency to 
approach in the mirror assay, 3)  the latency to approach in the 
heterospecific assay, and 4)  the latency to attack in the same-sex 
conspecific assay and was therefore retained in those final mod-
els. Additionally, the focal fish’s size was a significant covariate for 
the latency to approach model for the heterospecific assay and the 
latency to attack model for the mirror assay and was also retained 
in those models. We used Wald and likelihood ratio tests to deter-
mine if  species, sex, or their interaction were associated with 
fishes’ latency to approach, attack, or emerge depending on the 
assay (Table 1).

We used generalized linear models (GLM) or generalized lin-
ear mixed models (GLMM) to analyze the total number of  attacks 
performed for each assay. For the 1)  same-sex conspecific assay, 
2)  opposite sex conspecific assay, and 3)  heterospecific assay, we 
used GLMs with a negative binomial distribution to analyze the 
total number of  attacks. We modeled species and sex as fixed 
effects for these models. For the mirror assay, however, we used a 
GLMM with a negative binomial distribution. Here, we modeled 
species and sex as fixed effects and population as a random effect. 
We modeled the total number of  attacks during controls for 1) the 
mirror assays and 2) the paired aggression assay, using GLMs with 
a Poisson distribution, and included species and sex as fixed effects. 
Using AICc, we compared each of  these models to equivalent 
models which also included the interaction between species and 
sex as a fixed effect, the size of  the focal individual (log scale) as a 
covariate, and—for paired aggression assays—the size of  the stimu-
lus individual (log scale) as a covariate. We found models including 
the interaction between species and sex best explained the data for 
the: 1) control for the paired aggression assay model, 2) the conspe-
cific of  the same-sex assay model, and 3)  the mirror assay model, 
and were thus retained in the final models. Additionally, models 
including size of  the focal individual significantly improved the fit 
of  the paired aggression assay model and the mirror assay model 
and were thus retained in the final models. We used Wald and like-
lihood ratio tests to determine if  species, sex, or their interaction 
significantly affected the total number of  attacks performed during 
assays (Table 1).

One caveat is that we did not correct for phylogeny in any of  
these models. While correcting for phylogeny is important when 
hierarchical species relationships exist (Felsenstein 1985), this is 
not the case for the recently diverged San Salvador clade which 
is best explained by a network of  interconnected populations with 
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extensive gene flow. Indeed, numerous admixture events in addition 
to the maximum likelihood phylogeny were supported by Treemix 
(Pickrell and Pritchard 2012) population admixture graphs (Martin 
2016); similarly, only 82% of  the genome supported a monophy-
letic relationship for San Salvador species (Richards and Martin 
2017). Importantly, populations of  the scale-eating and snail-eating 
specialists were never most closely related to each other. When so 
few regions of  the genome underlie phenotypic differences, these 
species can be viewed as a set of  populations with substantial evi-
dence for gene flow.

Finally, we made direct comparisons between groups for all 
time and count metrics using bootstrap resampling methods with 
replacement (10,000 replicates; boot package; Canty and Ripley 
2017). For right censored time metrics, we calculated the median 
survival time for each group of  interest (Bewick et  al. 2004). 
Median survival times represent the timepoint at which 50% 
of  the group experienced an event (i.e., approached, attacked or 
emerged). Lower medians indicate that the event occurred quickly 
while a median of  > 300 indicates that 50% of  the group never 
experienced the event (and is therefore right censored). For count 

Table 1
Results of  1) mixed-effect Cox proportional hazards models, 2) Cox proportional hazards models, 3) GLMMs, and 4) GLMs 
describing aggression-related behaviors

Metric Assay Predictor df χ2 P

a) Latency to approach Mirror Species 4 6.02 0.2
 Sex 1 0.01 0.91
 Species:Sex 4 9.67 0.046
 Conspecific same sex Species 2 1.87 0.39
 Sex 1 1.83 0.18
 Conspecific opposite sex Species 2 0.55 0.76
 Sex 1 0.14 0.71
 Heterospecific Species 2 0.05 0.98
 Sex 1 1.3 0.25
 Size 1 5.02 0.025
 Species:Sex 2 8.26 0.016
 Mirror control Species 4 2.67 0.61
 Sex 1 3.33 0.07
 Paired aggression control Species 2 1.58 0.45
  Sex 1 0.37 0.55
b) Latency to attack Mirror Species 4 5.18 0.27
 Sex 1 3.37 0.07
 Size 1 6.22 0.01
 Conspecific same sex Species 2 3.49 0.18
 Sex 1 1.77 0.18
 Species:Sex 2 7.37 0.025
 Conspecific opposite sex Species 2 2.45 0.29
 Sex 1 0.13 0.72
 Heterospecific Species 2 7.34 0.026
 Sex 1 6.86 0.009
 Mirror control Species 4 3.89 0.42
 Sex 1 0.81 0.37
 Paired aggression control Species 2 2.6 0.27
 Sex 1 0.02 0.9
c) Total number of  attacks Mirror Species 4 12.96 0.01
 Sex 1 7.73 0.005
 Size 1 3.8 0.051
 Species:Sex 4 14.37 0.006
 Conspecific same sex Species 2 6.6 0.037
 Sex 1 4.53 0.033
 Species:Sex 2 6.19 0.045
 Conspecific opposite sex Species 2 3.52 0.17
 Sex 1 0.08 0.78
 Heterospecific Species 2 13.46 0.001
 Sex 1 0.68 0.41
 Mirror control Species 4 7.78 0.1
 Sex 1 1.62 0.2
 Paired aggression control Species 2 0 1
 Sex 1 0 1
 Size 1 0.23 0.64
 Species:sex 2 0 1
d) Latency to emerge (head) Boldness Species 4 0.48 0.98
 Sex 1 0.28 0.6
 Species:sex 4 7.02 0.14
e) Latency to emerge (tail) Boldness Species 4 5.1 0.28
 Sex 1 6.33 0.01

Significant predictors are indicated in bold.
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data (i.e., attacks), we simply calculated the mean for each group. 
Finally, we calculated the bias-corrected and accelerated bootstrap 
95% confidence intervals for each mean and median (Haukoos 
and Lewis 2005). All analyses were performed in R (R Core Team 
2018).

Early developmental genes affecting differences 
in aggression between species

We searched a previously published dataset of  15 San Salvador 
pupfish transcriptomes to identify differentially expressed genes 
between each generalist and specialist pair annotated for behav-
ioral effects (which had not previously been examined [McGirr 
and Martin 2018]). Purebred F1 and F2 offspring from the 3 spe-
cies found on San Salvador Island were raised in a common garden 
laboratory environment. Larvae were euthanized in an overdose of  
MS-222 at 8–10 days postfertilization (dpf), immediately preserved 
in RNAlater (Ambion, Inc.), and stored at −20  °C after 24  h at 
4 °C. Total mRNA was extracted from whole larvae for: 6 general-
ists, 6 snail-eaters, and 3 scale-eaters (RNeasy kits, Qiagen). The 
KAPA-stranded mRNA-seq kit (KAPA Biosystems 2016) was used 
to prepare libraries at the High Throughput Genomic Sequencing 
Facility at UNC Chapel Hill. Stranded sequencing on an Illumina 
HiSeq 4000 resulted in 363 million raw reads that were aligned 
to the Cyprinodon variegatus reference genome (NCBI, C.  variegatus 
Annotation Release 100, total sequence length  =  1,035,184,475; 
number of  scaffold  =  9259, scaffold N50  =  835,301; contig 
N50  =  20,803; Lencer et  al. 2017). We removed adaptors and 
low-quality reads (Phred score <20) using Trim Galore (v. 4.4, 
Babraham Bioinformatics).

Aligned reads were mapped to annotated features using STAR 
(v. 2.5(33)), with an average read depth of  309× per individual 
and read counts were generated across annotated features using 
the featureCounts function from the Rsubread package (Liao et al. 
2013). We then used MultiQC to assess mapping and count qual-
ity (Ewels et al. 2016). DEseq2 (Love et al. 2014, v. 3.5) was used to 
normalize counts and to complete pairwise comparisons between 
snail-eaters versus generalists and between scale-eaters versus gen-
eralists. Genes with fewer than 2 read counts or low normalized 
counts (determined by DESeq2) were discarded (Love et al. 2014). 
Finally, we compared normalized posterior log fold change esti-
mates between groups using a Wald test (Benjamini-Hochberg cor-
rection), and found: 1) 1014 differentially expressed genes between 
snail-eaters versus generalists and 2)  5982 differentially expressed 
genes between scale-eaters versus generalists (McGirr and Martin 
2018).

We performed gene ontology (GO) enrichment analyses for 
differentially expressed genes using resources from the GO 
Consortium (geneontology.org; Ashburner et  al. 2000; The Gene 
Ontology Consortium 2017). We identified 1-way and recipro-
cal best hit zebrafish orthologs for genes differentially expressed 
between 1)  snail-eaters versus generalists (n  =  722) and 2)  scale-
eaters versus generalists (n = 3966) using BlastP (Shah et al. 2018). 
While a reciprocal best hit method is more powerful for identify-
ing true orthologs, it often misses orthologs in lineages which 
have experienced genome duplication events, such as teleost fishes 
(Dalquen and Dessimoz 2013). Hence, we used both approaches to 
identify possible orthologs.

Animal aggression has previously been categorized, and 
includes intermale aggression, maternal aggression, sex-related 
aggression, and territorial aggression (Moyer 1971; Wilson 2000; 

Nelson and Chiavegatto 2001). Furthermore, previous stud-
ies have found differential gene expression in the context of  
intermale aggression, female-female aggression, and maternal 
aggression, (Nelson and Trainor 2007). We then compared the 
reciprocal best hit and 1-way best hit zebrafish orthologs to gene 
ontologies in the similar categories of: aggressive behavior (GO: 
0002118), intermale aggressive behavior (GO: 0002121), mater-
nal aggressive behavior (GO:0002125), maternal care behavior 
(GO: 0042711), and territorial aggressive behavior (GO: 0002124; 
AmiGo; Ashburner et  al. 2000; Carbon et  al. 2009; The Gene 
Ontology Consortium 2017). Steroid hormones, like vasopres-
sin, androgens, and estradiol, have also been linked to changes 
in aggression (Nelson and Chiavegatto 2001; Nelson and Trainor 
2007), so we also searched gene ontologies for those 3 hormone 
pathways. Thus, we performed an exhaustive and unbiased search 
of  all aggression and parental care genes differentially expressed 
relative to the generalist in any tissue during the early develop-
ment of  each specialist species.

RESULTS
Behavioral assays

Scale-eaters and snail-eaters are more aggressive than 
generalists
Both scale-eaters and snail-eaters exhibited increased aggression 
compared to their generalist counterparts. Male scale- and snail-
eaters approached their mirror image significantly quicker than NC 
and San Salvador generalists (Table 1, a; Figure 2a), and attacked 
their mirror image significantly more than NAS generalists (Table 
1, c; Figure 4a). Female snail-eaters also attacked their mirror image 
significantly more than generalists from NC and San Salvador 
(Table 1, c; Figure 4a). We saw a similar pattern when fish were 
presented with conspecific or heterospecific live fish stimuli. Male 
scale- and snail-eaters approached heterospecific fish significantly 
more quickly than San Salvador generalists (Table 1, a; Figure 
2c), and attacked male conspecifics significantly more quickly than 
did generalists (Table 1, b; Figure 3b). Scale- and snail-eaters also 
attacked heterospecific fish significantly more quickly and per-
formed more total attacks towards heterospecific fish than did gen-
eralists (Table 1, a and c; Figures 2c and 3c).

Aggression is sex dependent, but not consistent across 
species
We also found that levels of  aggression varied across sexes, but 
that the pattern was not consistent across species. While male 
scale- and snail-eaters were consistently more aggressive than their 
female counterparts, female generalists were more aggressive than 
males. Both male scale- and snail-eaters showed increased aggres-
sion during assays in which they faced stimuli similar to themselves 
(i.e., mirror assays and same-sex conspecific assays). Scale-eater 
males approached their mirror image more quickly and performed 
more total attacks toward their mirror image than female scale-
eaters (Table 1, a and c; Figures 1a and 3a). Similarly, male snail-
eaters attacked male conspecifics more quickly and performed 
more total attacks toward male conspecifics than females did 
toward female conspecifics (Table 1, b and c; Figures 2b and 3b). 
Generalist females, however, approached their mirror image more 
quickly than generalist males (Table 1, a; Figure 2a), and attacked 
female conspecifics quicker than males attacked male conspecifics 
(Table 1, b; Figure 3b).
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Aggression varies across different behavioral assays
Not only did aggression vary between species and sex, but it also var-
ied across behavioral assays. While female generalists and scale-eaters 
attacked female conspecifics quicker than snail-eaters (Table 1, b; 
Figure 3b), female snail-eaters performed more total attacks toward 
their mirror image than either of  these groups (Table 1, c; Figure 4a). 
Similarly, male scale-eaters only exhibited increased aggression com-
pared to snail-eater males when approaching their mirror image or a 
heterospecific stimulus fish (Table 1, 1a; Figures 2a and c).

Boldness did not vary across species
Unlike aggression, boldness did not vary across species. Latency for 
their head to emerge from the start box did not vary by sex, species, 
nor their interaction (Table 1, d). Further, the latency for the tail 
to emerge also did not vary by species (Table 1, e). It did, however, 
significantly vary by sex (Table 1, e), with male fish fully emerging 
from the start box about 6 times quicker than female fish (median 
male time: 42.23 [17.33, 131.67]; median female time: 253.05 
[112.06, 288.28]). Propensity to approach or attack novel objects 
also did not vary by species, sex, or their interaction in both our 
control mirror and control paired aggression assays (Table 1, a–c).

Gene expression

Three thousand nine hundred and sixty-six genes were differen-
tially expressed between scale-eaters versus generalists and 722 
genes were differentially expressed between snail-eaters versus 

generalists. We found differentially expressed genes within ontolo-
gies for maternal care behavior, the estradiol hormone pathway, 
and the androgen hormone pathway (Table 2). None of  these 
ontologies were significantly over-represented in either species com-
parison, which were instead enriched for cranial skeleton, metabo-
lism, and pigmentation genes (McGirr and Martin 2018).

Despite over 1000 differentially expressed genes from whole 
larvae at this developmental stage, only 2 genes were associated 
with aggression-related ontologies in the snail-eater versus gen-
eralist comparison (Table 2, a) and only 7 genes were associated 
with aggression-related ontologies in the scale-eater versus gener-
alist comparison (Table 2, b) using 1-way best hits. Furthermore, 
these comparisons shared 2 genes in common: a transcriptional 
coactivator, which interacts with androgen receptors (rnf14) and a 
DNA binding transcription factor involved in glucocorticoid recep-
tor regulation (crebrf) (Kang et al. 1999; Martyn et al. 2012). While 
both specialists showed differential expression in androgen and 
maternal care-related pathways when compared to the generalist, 
scale-eaters additionally showed differential expression in the estra-
diol hormone pathway. When using a reciprocal best hits approach, 
only a single gene, hdac6, was associated with aggression-related 
ontologies in the scale-eater versus generalist comparison. However, 
the primary function of  this gene is histone deacetylation, and it is 
conserved across flies and mammals, which could explain why it 
was the sole result of  the conservative reciprocal best hits approach 
(Perry et al. 2017).
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Figure 2
Median and 95% CI’s (BCa) for latency to approach: (a) mirror image, (b) same-sex conspecific, (c) heterospecifics, or (d) opposite sex conspecific.
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DISCUSSION
The origins of  novelty have overwhelmingly been examined from a 
morphological perspective, often ignoring behavior’s potential role 
(but see: Sol and Lefebvre 2000; Duckworth 2006; Zuk et al. 2006). 

Here, we used both behavioral and gene expression data to inves-
tigate whether increased aggression contributed to the origin of  
scale-eating in Caribbean pupfishes. We expected to find increased 
levels of  aggression in scale-eaters compared to generalist and snail-
eating pupfish species. Contrary to these predictions, however, both 
snail-eaters and scale-eaters showed increased levels of  aggression 
compared to generalist species. Our gene expression data supported 
these findings; both scale-eaters and snail-eaters showed differential 
expression of  genes involved in several aggression-related pathways 
during larval development. We also found that aggression varied 
between and within sexes, and contexts. Our data therefore does 
not support the aggression hypothesis as the sole origin of  scale-
eating in pupfishes. Instead, selection may have favored increased 
levels of  aggression in other contexts, such as mate competition 
or trophic specialization in general. Increased levels of  aggression 
could have also arisen indirectly due to selection for other behaviors 
or traits, including several differentially expressed genes involved in 
both aggression and craniofacial morphology (e.g., med12).

Only a few previous studies have directly investigated the 
behavioral origins of  novelty. The Pacific field cricket (Teleogryllus 
oceanicus)—which exhibits a novel silent morph—is one of  the 
few examples of  evolutionary novelty with a behavioral origin 
(Zuk et  al. 2006; Tinghitella and Zuk 2009; Bailey et  al. 2010). 
Increased brain size in birds has also been linked to behavioral 
shifts and novelty. Birds that display innovative feeding behaviors 

Table 2
List of  all differentially expressed genes in aggression and 
parental-care pathways at 8–10 dpf  between: a) snail-eaters vs. 
generalists and b) scale-eaters vs. generalists

Species comparison Gene log2 fold change GO pathway

a) Snail-eater vs. generalist
 rnf14 −0.53 Androgen
 crebrf −0.7 Maternal care
b) Scale-eater vs. generalist
 hdac6* −0.84 Androgen
 med12 −0.98 Androgen
 med16 1.24 Androgen
 ncoa1 1.27 Androgen
 rnf14 −1.07 Androgen
 crebrf −1.41 Maternal care
 esr1 −0.95 Estradiol

The 2 genes differentially expressed in both comparisons are highlighted 
in bold. Asterisks indicate genes which were differentially expressed using 
both 1-way and reciprocal best hits approaches. All remaining genes were 
identified using 1-way best hits.
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Figure 3
Median and 95% CI’s (BCa) for latency to attack: (a) mirror image, (b) same-sex conspecific, (c) heterospecifics, or (d) opposite sex conspecific.
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have larger brains and are more successful at invading novel envi-
ronments (Nicolakakis and Lefebvre 2000; Sol and Lefebvre 2000; 
Overington et  al. 2009). Likewise, the role of  behavior in evolu-
tionary novelty has also been explored in western bluebirds (Sialia 
mexicana; Duckworth 2006) and Anolis lizards (Losos et  al. 2004, 
2006). Despite the growing empirical evidence of  behavior’s role in 
evolutionary innovation, a consensus has not yet been reached on 
whether behavior ultimately drives or inhibits novelty. Furthermore, 
studies that investigate behavioral origins of  novelty rarely do so 
using both behavioral and genetic approaches. In this study, how-
ever, we were able to leverage our gene expression data to gain 
some mechanistic insight into the divergent origins of  increased 
behavioral aggression in each specialist species.

While both our behavioral and transcriptomic analyses provided 
evidence of  increased aggression in both trophic specialist species, 
contrary to our expectations, there are a few caveats. First, aggres-
sion and aggression-related pathways were not enriched terms in 
our GO analysis. Instead, we found enrichment for cranial skeleton, 
metabolism, and pigmentation terms (McGirr and Martin 2018). 
However, gene expression differences are biologically relevant even 
if  they are not enriched among all processes. Here, we used whole-
larval tissue at a timepoint of  8–10 dpf  to detect several genes and 
pathways that were differentially expressed between pupfish species 
within the San Salvador radiation. This sampling timepoint pro-
vides valuable insight which other methods may not afford. For 
example, gene expression differences (especially in behavioral path-
ways) are often transient in adults and can be attributed to factors 

such as diet, sex, dominance status, reproductive state, or mood 
(McGraw et  al. 2003; Aubin-Horth et  al. 2007; Rosvall 2013). 
Instead, by examining early larval stages our gene expression analy-
ses provide insight into species-specific differences in aggression-
related genetic pathways established during an early developmental 
timepoint. Second, while we used one-way and reciprocal best hits 
to determine potential orthology between pupfish and zebrafish 
many studies have found neofunctionalization of  paralogs—mean-
ing that functions may not always be retained (Braasch et al. 2006; 
Douard et  al. 2008; Cortesi et  al. 2015). Nonetheless, we found 
surprising congruence between our behavioral and transcriptomic 
data supporting the conclusions of  increased aggression in both 
San Salvador specialists due to different aggression-related genetic 
pathways.

New hypotheses for varying levels of aggression 
within a sympatric radiation of pupfishes

Increased aggression due to specialization
If  increased levels of  aggression are not associated with scale-
eating, then what explains this variation between species? One 
possibility is that selection may have directly favored increased 
aggression in the context of  dietary specialization. Aggression may 
be positively correlated with traits associated with specialization 
(Genner et  al. 1999; Peiman and Robinson 2010; Blowes et  al. 
2013), suggesting that specialists should show increased levels of  
aggression compared to generalists. Increased levels of  aggression 
have been documented in specialist butterflyfishes (chaetodontids; 
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Figure 4
Mean number and 95% CI’s (BCa) for attacks performed towards: (a) mirror image, (b) same-sex conspecific, (c) heterospecifics, or (d) opposite sex conspecific.
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Blowes et  al. 2013), a specialist surfperch (Embiotoca lateralis; 
Holbrook and Schmitt 1992), and even observed in game theory 
simulations (Chubaty et al. 2014).

Alternatively, aggression may be increased in specialists due 
to competition for food. For example, species of  Roeboides turn to 
scale-eating during low-water seasons when competition for insects 
rises (Peterson and Winemiller 1997; Peterson and McIntyre 1998). 
However, pupfish inhabit hypersaline lakes connected to the ocean 
which do not experience seasonal fluctuations in water levels (Hagey 
and Mylroie 1995). Instead, variation in abundance of  pupfish over 
the year could lead to increased competition for food (Martin and 
Wainwright 2013a, 2013b, 2013c). Competition for food may also 
explain increased aggression in snail-eaters. Although snail-eat-
ing pupfish consume the largest proportion of  snails in their diet 
(22–30%; Martin and Wainwright 2013a), generalist pupfish also 
consume snails in low quantities (0.03–4%; Martin and Wainwright 
2013c). Furthermore, generalists comprise 92–94% of  the pupfish 
population (Martin and Wainwright 2013c), indicating that snail-
eaters may compete with generalists for food items regularly. It is 
possible that snail-eaters developed increased aggression to protect 
their food source from generalists.

Another possibility is that increased aggression may be associated 
with colonizing a novel niche. Aggression is often tightly correlated 
with boldness in a phenomenon termed the aggressiveness-bold-
ness syndrome (Sih et  al. 2004). Many studies have shown that 
increased boldness in species such as cane toads, mosquitofish, and 
Trinidadian killifish leads to increased dispersal into novel habitats 
or niches (Fraser et al. 2001; Rehage and Sih 2004; Gruber et al. 
2017). This relationship indicates that increased aggression may be 
an incidental effect of  selection for increased boldness and occupa-
tion of  a novel niche. However, our measures of  boldness did not 
show any variation across species, and instead indicated that males 
were bolder than females.

This relationship between aggression and specialization is also 
supported by our transcriptomic data. First, both genes differen-
tially expressed in our snail-eater versus generalist analysis were 
also differentially expressed in our scale-eater versus generalist 
analysis (rnf14 and crebrf). Second, rnf14, a coactivator of  androgen 
receptors, is also associated with metabolism suggesting that it may 
be the specialized diets of  snail- and scale-eaters which led to their 
increased aggression (Michael et  al. 2011). This is consistent with 
the significant amount of  parallel expression in both specialists in 
genetic pathways associated with metabolism and the increased 
nitrogen consumption and enrichment in both specialists (McGirr 
and Martin 2018). While increased aggression may be important 
for a specialized diet or occupying a novel niche neither of  these 
hypotheses explain the variation in aggression between sexes.

Increased aggression due to mating system
Increased aggression may be favored in the context of  courtship 
or mate competition. It is well documented across multiple taxa 
that the sex with the higher potential reproductive rate should have 
increased levels of  aggression as they must compete more heavily 
for access to mates (Clutton-Brock and Parker 1992; Andersson 
1994; Jennions and Petrie 1997). Normally, males have higher 
potential reproductive rates since mating is energetically cheap for 
them (Trivers 1972). Cyprinodon pupfishes follow this pattern since 
they mate in a lekking system and do not provide parental care 
(Gumm 2012). Our behavioral measures of  aggression support this; 
both male scale- and snail-eaters showed increased levels of  aggres-
sion compared to their female counterparts.

We also found some support for this in our gene expression data. 
In our scale-eater versus generalist comparison, we found differ-
ential gene expression of  the esr1 gene which encodes an estrogen 
receptor. Differential expression of  this gene has been linked to 
aggression, territoriality, mate-seeking behavior, and even paren-
tal care (Tuttle 2003; Horton et  al. 2013, 2014; Hashikawa et  al. 
2016). However, differential expression of  esr1 was only observed in 
the scale-eater versus generalist comparison and not between snail-
eaters versus generalists. Crebrf, a regulatory factor which is differen-
tially expressed in both scale- and snail-eaters versus generalists, has 
also been associated with lack of  maternal care in mice (Martyn 
et  al. 2012). Although all 3 species exhibit a lekking mating sys-
tem, there may be quantitative differences in male competition and 
degree of  lekking among species and lake populations (C.H.M., 
personal observation).

Increased aggression due to indirect selection
Alternatively, aggression may have increased via selection on other 
traits. For example, melanin production and aggression are physio-
logically linked via the melanocortin system (Cone 2005; Price et al. 
2008). This association has been documented across a wide array 
of  vertebrates and suggests that selection for increased melanin pig-
mentation in other contexts (e.g., mate choice or camouflage) may 
incidentally increase aggression (McGraw et al. 2003; Ducrest et al. 
2008; Price et al. 2008). Indeed, territorial male scale-eating pup-
fish exhibit jet black breeding coloration, unique among Cyprinodon, 
and snail-eating pupfish exhibit the lightest male breeding color-
ation of  any Cyprinodon species (Martin and Wainwright 2013a). 
Similarly, selection for morphological traits may also indirectly 
increase aggression. We found differential gene expression between 
scale-eater versus generalist pupfish in the med12 gene, which is 
annotated for the androgen pathway (Table 2, b). Med12 is a media-
tor complex subunit which codes for a thyroid hormone receptor 
associated protein. Mutations in this gene have not only been linked 
to craniofacial defects, but also to a slender body shape (Philibert 
and Madan 2007; Risheg et al. 2007; Ding et al. 2008; Vulto-van 
Silfhout et al. 2013). C. desquamator show extreme craniofacial fea-
tures, including enlarged oral jaws and a fusiform body that may 
be beneficial for scale-eating with an estimated 4 moderate-effect 
quantitative trait loci all increasing oral jaw size, consistent with 
directional selection on this trait (Martin et  al. 2017). Thus, it is 
intriguing that selection for increased jaw size or body elongation 
may have indirectly selected for increased aggression in this spe-
cies. Given the enlarged oral jaws of  most scale-eating species, this 
may be a general mechanism indirectly contributing to increased 
aggression in scale-eaters depending on how frequently this genetic 
pathway is modified.

Multimodal signals for aggression

An additional finding of  this study is that pupfish aggression var-
ies not only across species and sex, but also across context. This 
was especially surprising when comparing the results of  our mirror 
assay to the results of  the conspecifics of  the same-sex assays. These 
assays are arguably the most similar (i.e., stimuli are conspecifics 
of  the same sex), and we expected that the results should also be 
similar. However, this was not true for female snail- or scale-eaters. 
Female snail-eaters had very low rates of  approaching and attack-
ing female conspecifics (Figures 2b, 3b, and 4b), but they readily 
approached and attacked their mirror image (Figures 2a, 3a, and 
4a). This could suggest that snail-eaters need more than visual 
cues to identify conspecifics. Female snail-eaters also approached 
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and attacked their mirror image at the same rates as heterospecific 
stimulus fish (Figures 2c, 3c, and 4c), suggesting that they misidenti-
fied their mirror image as a heterospecific fish. Female scale-eaters, 
on the other hand, attacked conspecific stimuli significantly quicker 
and more often than their mirror image (Figures 3a,b, and 4a,b), 
and they approached and attacked heterospecifics at the same rate 
and frequency as conspecifics. This could suggest that, like snail-
eaters, female scale-eaters also need multiple signals to determine 
potential competition or prey. Multiple studies have documented 
that the use of  multiple cues leads to greater accuracy in con- and 
heterospecific identification (Rand and Williams 1970; Hankison 
and Morris 2003; Ward and Mehner 2010). Höjesjö et  al. (2015) 
also found that the use of  multiple cues was additive for females, 
but not for males. However, many of  these studies focus on identi-
fication in the context of  mating—not in the context of  aggression.

Conclusion

Our study surprisingly suggests that the aggression hypothesis is not 
a sufficient explanation for the origins of  an exceptional trophic 
innovation, scale-eating in pupfish. Instead, increased aggression 
in both specialists indicates that aggression may perform a more 
general function in dietary specialization or occupation of  a novel 
niche. Alternatively, increased aggression may be an indirect effect 
of  selection on other ecological or sexual traits. Specifically, the 
aggression-boldness syndrome, the melanocortin system, increased 
protein metabolism, or selection for oral jaw size could all have 
indirectly increased aggression. Future studies should investi-
gate whether aggression is adaptive for scale- and snail-eating in 
pupfishes.
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